Release Notes for 3/9/2015 WISEid Production Release (WISEid Core Apps Sprint 79)
Feature Title

Notes

STAFF: Historical Person Download Data remove 2010

We removed 200910 school year from
the Historical Person Download.
Reason being to far back for many to
get data and race keys changed.

WISEid: Share WISEid EDFI and other states

Shared our work with other states and
EdFi to facilitate future integration with
vendor products.

WISEid: Bug - Disappearing dynamic questions

Some of the dynamic assignment
questions were not showing up
correctly if the user made changes to
existing assignments.

WISEid: Extract match review screens for student
matching

Portions of the WISEid system have
been repurposed to facilitate the DPI
Data Warehouse groups matching of
test results from test vendors to
WISEid persons.

WISEid: Search for new exact WISEID missing

Fixed problem where new WISEids
and Local Person IDs were not
searchable from within the system.

STAFF: BUG: Update Contract Error Screen to display
validation errors from SQL

Fixed some Contract upload validation
errors were not showing up on the
error page.

STAFF: Add degree code to the degree drop-down/
Remove High School Diploma / Check validation

Added the degree code to the drop
down for Contract Highest Degree.
Removed High School as a valid option
for upload and drop down.

STAFF: AUDIT: Step 1 Create ELO Assignment Audit DB
storage and business/domain infrastructure

Step 1 of 3 towards the system to
check license status of staff for their
assignments.

STAFF: Validation- Validate Hiring/Working LEA on
Contract and Assignment on File uploads/copy forward

Limit Assignments and Contracts so
they must have valid Hiring and
Working LEAs. Hiring LEA of uploads

must match the select Hiring LEA in
the application when uploading.

WISEid: Re-factor CopyWSNfromEnterprise SSIS
Package

Needed to make sure we have the
correct WSLS students imported into
the WISEid system.

STAFF: Validation Report Running

Configured the Validation Report so
that validation needed not run until
user wants it to run by button push.
This takes load of the system because
with previous method a full validation
ran every time a user accessed the
Validate Staff Data page.

STAFF: Validation Report Interface Improvements

Added important data fields. Revised
the entire look of the Validate Staff
Data page. Added column sorts and
filters.

STAFF: Validation- NCLB_WORLD_LANG

Validation on the NCLB World
Language dynamic question.

STAFF: Validation- NCLB ARTS

Validation on the NCLB Arts dynamic
question.

WISEid: IE Formatting Issues

We determined that there issues using
versions below IE 9.0.35 with WISEid.
However, IE 9.0.35 forward works fine
with compatibility mode turned off. We
also tested the latest Chrome and
Firefox and they worked fine.

STAFF: Validation- Total Number of NCLB Classes

Added a Web UI total field for all the
NCLB course count questions. Now
users do not to manually add counts to
determine total. If count is over 40 an
error is presented to the user as that is
the limit.

WISEid: BUG - Order of Exact WISEid only match is
incorrect

Exact WISEid matches are now at the
top of the list as they should be.

STAFF: BUG Historical Person uploader performance

Redesigned the Historical Person

Uploader for better performance.

STAFF: BUG - Assignment Page Save button not
working for some upload records.

When editing some assignments with
NCLB course counts the Save button
for the UI for assignments did not work.
This has been fixed.

